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Abstract - Compatible actions are important in determining the non-abelian tensor product. Different compatible pair of actions
gives a different tensor product even for the same group. The purpose of this paper is to determine the exact number of compatible
pair of actions for the finite cyclic groups of 3-power order. By using some properties of number theory, the number of the
compatible pair of actions for finite cyclic groups of 3-power order with a specific order of actions is determined and given as a
main result in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Visscher [5] used the cyclic groups of p-power order
and provided necessary and sufficient number theoretical
conditions for a pair of cyclic groups to act compatibly. In
addition, Visscher [5] gave complete compatible
conditions when one of the actions is trivial or both
actions are trivial. Mohamad [6] represents the new
necessary and sufficient number theoretical conditions
and the characterization that a pair of finite cyclic groups
of the p-power order acts compatibly on each other with
the conditions depend on the order of the action. A paper
by Mohamad et. al [7] gave the compatibility and the non-

The non-abelian tensor product of groups denoted by
which is defined for the pair of groups and
providing the groups act on each other. The concept of the
tensor product started in connection with a generalized
Van Kampen theorem and the structure of this concept
has its origins in the algebraic K-theory and also in the
homotopy theory. The non-abelian tensor product of
groups with compatible actions introduced by Brown and
Loday [1] which extending the ideas of Whitehead [2].
Let
and
be groups, then the non-abelian tensor
product of groups is the group generated by the symbols
with the relations:

2

abelian tensor product of cyclic groups of order p with
the actions of order p. Meanwhile, Sulaiman et. al [8]
investigated the compatible pairs of nontrivial actions of
order two and four for the finite cyclic groups of 2-power
order. In [9], Shahoodh et. al determined the compatible
pair of nontrivial actions for cyclic groups of 3-power
order. However, they gave some necessary and sufficient
number theoretical conditions for a pair of finite cyclic
groups of 3-power order with nontrivial actions to act
compatibly on each other with the actions that have order
three and nine satisfy the compatibility conditions.
Besides that, Sulaiman et. al [10] have studied the
compatible pair of nontrivial actions for two same finite
cyclic 2-groups of 2-power order and provided the exact
number of the compatible pair of nontrivial actions for
such type groups with the actions that have a same order.
In [11], Sulaiman et. al also determined the exact number
of the compatible pair of actions for the finite cyclic 2groups when one of the actions has order greater than two.
In this paper, the aim is to provide the exact number of the
compatible pair of actions focusing only on the finite
cyclic groups of 3-power order. Groups, Algorithm and
Programming (GAP) software [12] is used to compute the
compatible actions for the finite cyclic groups of 3-power
order.

,
and satisfy the compatibility conditions:
and

for each

and

Brown et. al [3] have studied group theoretical
properties and the explicit computation of the non-abelian
tensor product and provided eight open problems
regarding the non-abelian tensor product and the nonabelian tensor square. In this research, we are interested
with the concept of the non-abelian tensor product where
the actions act compatibly on each other.
Ellis and McDermott [4] have checked the compatible
and
when
actions for the two different groups
calculating the non-abelian tensor products. They found
and
that only 292 compatible pair of actions between
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Visscher [5] shows in the following corollary that if
is abelian group, then every pair of actions are compatible
when one of the actions is trivial.

In section 2, some definitions and related results on
the auto-morphism of the finite cyclic groups of p-power
order and the compatible of actions are given. Then, the
number of the compatible pair of actions for the finite
cyclic groups of 3-power order is given in section 3.
Lastly, the conclusions of this paper are given in section
5.

Corollary 2.1 [5] Let
and
be groups.
If is abelian, then
Furthermore, let act trivially on
for any action of
on
the mutual actions are
compatible.

II. THE PREPARATORY RESULTS

Next, Mohamad [6] provided a new necessary and
sufficient number theoretical conditions for two finite
cyclic groups of p-power order where p is an odd prime to
act compatible on each other with the conditions depend
on the order of the action. The result is given in the
following theorem.
and
Theorem 2.2 [6] Let

In this section, some definitions and related results on
the auto-morphism of finite cyclic groups of p-power
order, number theory and the compatible of actions that
will be used to prove the new results are given. We started
with definitions of the action and compatible actions that
are given as follows:

where

Definition 2.1 [5]
be cyclic groups. An action of
Let and

let

with

such that:

is a mapping,

for all

on

is

a

if

if

In this section, the number of the compatible pair of
actions for a pair of the finite cyclic groups of 3-power
order is determined by using some properties of number
theory for such type groups. Since, the cyclic group is
considered, then an action of a group G on a group H is
the homomorphism from G to Aut(H) and an action of a
group H on a group G is the homomorphism from H to
Aut(G). Hence, the number of the auto-morphisms needs
to be find first. Thus, the number of the auto-morphisms
for the finite cyclic groups of 3-power order with the
respective order is given in the following proposition.

and

In order to find the number of the actions, Euler’s function is needed and stated in the following definition.
-function

, the Euler’s Phi-function, denoted by
For,
, is the number of the positive integers not
exceeding m that are relatively prime with

Proposition 3.1 Let

Dummit and Foote in [11] showed that the automorphism of the finite cyclic group of p-power order is an
isomorphic with a direct product of two finite cyclic
groups as stated in following theorem.

If

pair

Then
and
only

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

and

Theorem 2.1 [13] Let

where
compatible

with

In the next section, all the results for the number of the
compatible pair of actions for the finite cyclic groups of 3power order are given.

Definition 2.2 [5]
Let and be groups which act on each other and
each of which acts on itself by conjugation. Then the
actions are compatible if:

Definition 2.3 [14] Euler’s

where

and

and

for all

Furthermore,

be finite cyclic

group of 3-power order with
auto-morphisms

Then, there exist
of

order

where

be an odd prime and

is a cyclic group of order

, then

Proof: Let

and
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3-power order with
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Without loss of generality,

suppose that

be a finite cyclic p-subgroup of

that

where

such

Thus, each
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element that relatively prime with
Since
function

be
the
number of the compatible pair of actions.
Next, the number of the compatible pair of the actions
for such type groups where one of the actions has an order
three is determined. This result is given in the following
proposition.

has an order

be a cyclic p-subgroup, then by using Phiwe
have
which is the

number of the auto-morphism that have order
Now, the number of the auto-morphisms of the finite
cyclic groups of 3-power order that having order 3 is
given in the following corollary.

Proposition 3.3 Let
and
be finite
cyclic groups of 3-power order. Furthermore, let
with
and
, where
Then the number of the compatible pair of
where
actions is

Corollary 3.1
Let be finite cyclic
group of 3-power order with
Then, there exist
two auto-morphisms that have order three.

with

be finite cyclic group of
Proof: Let
By Proposition 3.1 for any
3-power order with
cyclic group of 3-power order there are
automorphism
that
have
order
where
Thus, for
, we have
which is the number of the automorphisms of order 3.

where

be finite cyclic

By Theorem 2.2

compatible pair of actions where
Finally,
in
total

are

there

are

compatible pair of actions where
The following proposition gives the number of the
compatible pair of actions for the finite cyclic groups of 3power order where one of the actions has an order
Proposition 3.4 Let

Now, the number of the compatible pair of actions for
the finite cyclic groups of
3-power order has been
determined. First, suppose that one of the actions has an
order one, then the number of the compatible pair of
actions is given in the following proposition.

and

3 1.
be finite

cyclic groups of 3-power order.
Furthermore, let
with
and
,
where

Then the number of the compatible

pair of actions is

Proposition 3.2 Let
and
be finite
cyclic groups of 3-power order. Furthermore, let
with
and
, where
Then the number of the compatible pair of
actions is

Proof: Let

and

be finite cyclic

groups of 3-power order. Furthermore, let
with
and
, where
By Theorem 2.2 the actions are compatible when
and
First, consider
, by
Corollary 2.1 when one of the actions is trivial the actions
are compatible. Thus, by Corollary 3.2 there are

and
with

. Furthermore,
and
, where
By Corollary 2.1,
when act trivially on , then any action of on the
mutual actions are compatible. Thus, by Theorem 2.1,
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, where

compatible. Thus, we have

be finite cyclic group of
Proof: Let
3-power order with
By Proposition 3.1 for any
cyclic group of 3-power order there are
autowhere
morphism
that
have
order
Thus, for
, we have
which is the number of
the auto-morphisms of order

Proof: Let

and

compatible pair of actions. Finally, let

are

group of 3-power order with   . Then, there exist
auto-morphisms that have order

let

. Furthermore, let

First, consider
, by Corollary 2.1 the
actions are compatible with every finite cyclic group of 3auto-morphism of order 3.
power order that has
By Corollary 3.1 There are two compatible pair of actions
, by Theorem
under this case. Next, consider,
2.2, the actions are compatible. By Corollary 3.1 there are
two auto-morphisms of both groups and . Thus there

The following corollary gives the number of the automorphisms of the finite cyclic groups of 3-power order
that having the highest 3-power order which is
Corollary 3.2 Let

and

Proof: Let

1.3
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compatible pair of actions under this case. Finally, let
, , by Theorem 2.2, we have
compatible pair of actions in this case. Therefore, when
, there are
one of the actions has an order

[10]

[11]

compatible pair
of actions.
Now, the results have been discovered on the possible
cases to find the number of the compatible pair of actions
between two finite cyclic groups of 3-power order which
gives the maximum non-abelian tensor product for the
cyclic groups of 3-power order. The order of the actions
which are order one, order three and the highest 3-power
order are considered the main point in the results to
determine the number of the compatible pair of actions.
Besides that, the number of the auto-morphisms that have
a 3-power order has been also determined and used to find
the exact number of compatible pair of actions for such
type groups.
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IV. CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, the exact number of the compatible
pair of actions for the finite cyclic groups of 3-power
order has been given according to the order of the actions
that satisfying the compatibility conditions. By using
some properties of number theory with specific order of
actions for such type groups, the number of the
compatible pair of actions has been determined.
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